
AA membership 
expands
1st November 1994
In November 
1994 AA 
membership 
reached 8 million.

AA expands its 
publishing activities
1990
The AA dramatically 
expanded its publishing 
activities during the 1990s, 
producing a growing range 
of maps, atlases and travel 
guides to worldwide 
destinations as well as many 
British titles.

Mobility service launched
2003
In 2003 the AA launched a mobility service that guarantees to 
keep their car insurance customers mobile regardless of the 
circumstances of the claim.

Roadside diagnostic equipment introduced
2003
In 2003, all AA patrols were issued with state-of-the-art roadside 
diagnostic equipment. The laptop computer allows patrols to plug 
into a car's electronics to diagnose the cause of a breakdown.

The AA Motoring Trust charity was created
2002
In 2002 The AA Motoring Trust charity was created to carry on 
the AA's long-standing role of championing the interests and 
safety of Britain's road users. 
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The AA’s Founding
29th June 1905
On 29th June, a group of motoring enthusiasts met at the Trocadero 
restaurant in London's West End to form the Automobile Association 
(the AA) – a body initially intended to help motorists avoid police 
speed traps.

Erecting the first Danger and Warning Signs
1906
In 1906 the AA began erecting the country's first effective danger 
and warning signs.

The first AA Members' Special Handbook
1908
To cater for the increased popularity of touring by car, the AA 
appointed agents and repairers throughout the UK, listing them 
all in the AA Members' Special Handbook, which first appeared in 
1908. 

AA introduces their own legal system
1909
In 1909 the AA introduced their own free legal system for drivers 
summoned to appear in magistrates courts.

The first AA routes introduced
1910
The organisation introduced the first AA routes around 1910 with 
handwritten details, and by 1929 we were issuing 239,000 routes 
a year.

The AA starts inspecting hotels
1912
From 1912 the AA started inspecting hotels, and those receiving 
the famous AA star classification were included in subsequent 
editions of the Members' Handbook.

Membership Expansion
1914
The AA's 100 members in 1905 grew to 83,000 by 1914.

Road Signposting became a Local Authority responsibility
1930
The AA continued to be responsible for all signposting until the 
early 1930s, when it became a local authority responsibility.

AA membership expands
1939
By 1939, 2 million cars were on UK roads and 725,000 motorists 
had joined the AA.

AA campaigns against petrol rationing
1939
After the Second World War, the AA led the protest against petrol 
rationing, which was finally lifted in 1950.

Nighttime breakdown service introduced
1949
In 1949, the AA launched their night-time breakdown service in 
the London area, which was gradually extended to cover most of 
Britain. 

AA establishes its Insurance broking service
1967
The AA establishes its Insurance broking service in 1967.

AA Roadwatch introduced
1973
AA Roadwatch, Europe's biggest traffic broadcaster, came into 
being in 1973 with the advent of commercial radio in the UK.

AA Relay launched
October 1973
In October 1973, AA Relay was launched, guaranteeing to 
transport any seriously broken-down vehicle – together with 
driver, passengers, luggage and trailer or caravan – to any 
destination in Britain. 

Compulsory wearing of seatbelts becomes 
law
1983
The compulsory wearing of seatbelts became 
law in 1983, and the introduction of lead-free 
petrol.

AA computer system introduced
1986
The AA computer system, Command and Control, started to 
replace paper-based operations from 1986.

AA driving school 
launched
1992
In 1992, the AA driving 
school was launched.

AA Car Buyer's Guide introduced
2004
The AA Car Buyer's Guide was launched, it provides a one-stop 
shop for AA advice, products and services that removes much of 
the risk associated with buying a new or second-hand car.

Online Route Planner introduced
2004
In 2004 the online Route Planner, introduced street-level detail on 
all routes for Britain. 

AA launches a breakdown promise
June 2004
In June 2004 the AA launched a breakdown promise - 'to fix a 
member's car by the roadside or get them another one' – that 
gives personal members a courtesy car for 24 hours if their 
broken-down vehicle cannot be fixed there and then. 

AA introduces its Telephone Savings Account
July 2004
In July 2004, the organization introduced its AA Telephone Savings 
Account. 

AA leaves Centrica group
1st October 2004
On 1 October 2004 the AA left the Centrica group, following its 
acquisition for £1.75 billion by two leading European private 
equity firms, CVC and Permira. 

AA membership today
November 2011
Today, AA membership stands at more than 15 
million. 


